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The Athena Community Office (ACO)
■ The ASST established the ACO (December
2015), in order to obtain support in
performing its tasks assigned by ESA,
notably as “focal point for the interests of the
broad scientific community”
■ Responsibilities:
■

Organisational aspects and optimisation of
community efforts

■

Maintain the Athena Community informed

■

Develop communication and outreach
activities around Athena

■ Led by IFCA (CSIC-UC) in Spain, with
contributions from IRAP, MPE and UniGe

Organisational aspects: exercises, internal meetings, ...
■ Support to ESA required exercises, such
as SIMO and CORE
■ Regular ASST internal meetings
■ Summary of meetings (ASST-SOM)
■ Debrief to SWG and TP-chairs
■ ASST-SWG-TP-chairs meetings
(~ 2-3 per year)
■ Support on organisation matters
■ Summary of meetings (ASST-SOM)
■ Instrument consortia meetings
■ Brief summaries on the web and social
media provided by the PIs of the
instruments

Organisational aspects: the Athena Document Repository

http://www.isdc.unige.ch/athena/

Organisational aspects: support to ASST

■ Mock Mission Observation Plan (MOP):
observing plan of Athena, which it is
used for the purpose of mission design
■ Since September 2017: maintenance
of the document is transferred to
ACO
■ Current version (1.6) includes CORE
output + reference spectral models
(still some missing)
■ Working in a simput format as input
to SIXTE

Organisational aspects: support to ASST
■ To ensure presence of the project in relevant conferences

■ Definition of a strategy: particularly
important prior to adoption, to make
sure that the governing bodies and
their scientific advisors are aware of
the relevance and good health of
Athena
■

Monthly follow-up of conferences of
interest for the project

■

Emails to chairs or key members of
the community in most relevant
conferences

Organisational aspects: Athena Community database

■ Currently ~800 members
■ The application for Working
Group membership is opened
once a year
■ Major update per year
associated to the assessment of
new members
■ Please inform us of any affiliation
changes using the form provided
in the latest brief news email

Organisational aspects: support to synergy exercises
■ ESO-Athena Synergy exercise:
■ March 2016: Kick-off
■ Sept. 2016: Workshop at ESO
headquarters
■ May 2017: arXiv: 1705.06064

■ SKA-Athena Synergy exercise:
■ Sept. 2016: Kick-off
■ April 2017: Workshop at SKA
headquarters
■ July 2018: arXiv: 1807.09080

Organisational aspects: Athena Community Support Portal (Resources)
http://www.the-athena-x-ray-observatory.eu/

■ Athena Brand
■ Presentations templates
■ Logo, leaflet and factsheet
■ Publications
■ Papers related with Athena
■ Overview papers
■ Athena mission proposal and white
paper
■ Supporting papers
■ Presentations
■ Related with Athena
■ Standard presentations

Maintain the Athena Community informed
■ Athena Community Support Web
Portal (and social media)
■ News of interest for the community
■ Summaries of activities related to
the project
■ Announcements of conferences

■ Brief News by email
■ News relevant for the community
■ Asking for inputs from the
community

Maintain the Athena Community informed

■ Newsletter (every 6 months)
■
■
■
■
■
■

Athena Project Status
News from instruments
Scientific Nugget
Technical Nugget
3 Biographies
Other: synergy exercises,
background studies, AO new
members, ...
■ Conferences with presence of
Athena

■ What do you think about the
newsletter? Share your opinion
with us in our coming poll

Develop communication and outreach activities
■ Purpose: to develop a number of
activities in communication and
outreach aimed at raising awareness of
the science and technology of Athena
making them broadly known

■ Communication: to the scientific
community, mostly that working on
other Astrophysics & Space Science
areas; to funding agencies & related
policy makers etc; to the general
public

■ Outreach: addressed to the
general public with no (or little)
scientific knowledge

Develop communication and outreach activities
■ #AthenaNuggets
small pieces of Athena
scientific or technical
knowledge
■ Released monthly (every
first Saturday of a month) in
the web and social media
■ For the community:
presentation collecting all
nuggets is stored in the
Athena Community Web
Portal

Develop communication and outreach activities
■ Outreach material
■ ACO provides materials such as texts, presentations pictures, flyers, photocall,
calendar, and links to available Athena-related materials produced by other
parties
■ To build a network: AHEAD, MPE, IRAP, SRON, …

Develop communication and outreach activities
■ 11th of February: International Day of Women and Girls in Science
■ Purpose: to promote and make more visible our female scientists' work
■ 2017: Poster including the photos of most of the female members of the
community (~200) + Videos of six of our female co-chairs sharing their life
experience in Science
■ 2018: video-clip with inspiring messages for the future and present
generations

Outlook
■ In summary, ACO is meant to be a focal point to facilitate the scientific exchange
between the Athena activities and the scientific community at large, and to
disseminate the Athena science objectives to the general public
■ Please, follow Athena on
■ Web: www.the-athena-x-ray-observatory.eu
■ Twitter: @AthenaXobs
■ Facebook: The Athena X-ray Observatory
■ Youtube: Athena X-ray Observatory

■ Be an active part of the Athena communication team by re-posting our news in your
social media channels!
■ Any questions or suggestions please contact us at aco@ifca.unican.es and don’t
forget to inform us of any change of your affiliation, relevant paper or talk in a
conference of interest!

